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Minutes
IEEE 802.16 Task Group C

IEEE 802.16 Session #23
January 2003

Task Group C accomplished the following during Session #23:

•
•

•

•
•
•

The minutes of previous meeting (IEEE 802.16C-03/01) were approved.
The single TSS&TP contribution for P1802.16.2 was reviewed. Four areas needing improvement were
identified: Dynamic Services, PKM, Packet CL and PHY. It was decided that a call for contributions on
additional TPs especially addressing these areas will be issued.
A plan for addressing the PHY issues was discussed and devised. The decision was to use the ETSI HA
radio conformance testing document as inspiration and based on that derive the PHY TPs for the
TSS&TP.
It was decided that a separate document for the PHY tests (RCT = radio conformance tests) needs to be
produced.
A proposed PAR for this was written and a motion to adopt this PAR at the WG plenary was created.
The remainder of the meeting was spent working on test purposes for Dynamic Services and PKM.

For further information, contact either of the following:
•
•

Task Group C Chair: Ken Stanwood <ken@ensemble.com>
IEEE 802.16 Working Group Chair: Roger Marks <marks@nist.gov>

